
Access Comprehensive Research with the King Abdulaziz 
University Scientific Platform (KAUSP)

Your Gateway to Customized Searching, Workflow Tools, and High-Quality Content

The King Abdulaziz Scientific Platform (KAUSP) is a prominent Academic Research Library that facilitates access to 
leading publications from the KAU. 

Put together by an expert team of librarians, the academic content available on the platform is highly authoritative and 
dependable in nature; enabling you to research content your way for the results you need!

Key Subject Areas include:

Computing and Information
Dentistry
Economics & Administration
Education
Engineering
Environmental Design
Home Economics
Marine Science

Medicine 
Meteorology
Pharmacy
Science
Tourism 
Arts and Humanities
Design and Arts

Thesis Collection

Scientific Journals 

Islamic Economics
Economics and Administration
Arts and Humanities
Engineering Sciences
Medical Sciences
Science

Marine Sciences
Earth Science
Environmental Design Sciences
Computing & Information Technology Sciences
Meteorology, Environment & Arid Land Agriculture Sciences

KAU Scientific Platform - Your Trusted Partner in Research

https://kausp.sa/


Full-text search.
Contextual linking, highlighting & annotating.
Unlimited simultaneous access.
“MARC21” records for eBooks (RDA compliant).
Automatic citations with Endnote, RefWorks and Citavi.
COUNTER compliant usage reports.
IP range, remote access, proxy, Open Athens and Shibboleth authentication methods.
Powered by Al Manhal Technology.

Worldwide access to full-text dissertations.
An extensive collection of Masters and Doctoral research from the KAU.
The ability to cross-search dissertations with journals, eBooks and other databases to ensure maximum discoverability 
and research potential.
Access to Indexing systems from industry-leading institutions that provide the most effective search capabilities.
Contextual linking and searching.
The ability to highlight and annotate documents, as well as to organize research into personalized “bookshelves”.
Automatic citation generation for copying, pasting and printing documents.

Established in 1967 as a National University, the KAU has been deepening the roots of higher education in western Saudi 
Arabia. Recognized as the number 1 institution in the Middle East, it currently ranks 200 on a Global Scale.  

KAU is regarded as distinguished in terms of the number of students, scientific and theoretical fields of study and the 
exclusiveness of certain specializations such as seas sciences, geology, nuclear engineering, medical engineering, 
meteorology and aviation and mineralization.

Thriving on the virtues of Sustainability and Community Engagement, the university has carved out its identity as a 
World-Class institution.

Established in 1967 Ranks 200 Worldwide

The KAU Scientific Platform is enriched with the right mix of tools that are designed to help researchers simplify their 
work, and achieve academic excellence with:

A Powerful Bundle of Search & Discovery Tools 

Benefits of Subscribing to KAU Scientific Platform

About King Abdulaziz University (KAU)

To learn more about streamlining literature research with KAU Scientific Platform, 
contact your Sales Consultant or email sales@kausp.sa

www.kausp.sa

#1 University in The Middle East
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